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a b s t r a c t

We study a new two-stage version of an s–t path problem, which we call adaptable robust
connection path (ARCP). Given an undirected graph G = (V , E), two vertices s, t ∈ V and
two integers f , r ∈ Z+, ARCP asks to find a set S ⊂ E of minimum cardinality which
connects s and t , such that for any ‘failure set’ F ⊂ E with |F | ≤ f , the set of edges S \ F can
be completed to a set which connects s and t by adding atmost r edges from E \F . We show
the problem is NP-hard, and there is no polynomial-time α-approximation algorithm for
the problem for α < 2 unless P = NP. For f = r = 1 we provide an exact polynomial
algorithm, and for f = 1 and arbitrary r we provide a polynomial 2-approximation
algorithm. A characterization of the feasible set is provided for f = 1 and several links
are established between ARCP and other combinatorial optimization problems, including a
new combinatorial optimization problem, the minimum reduced cost cycle problem whose
complexity is open.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Optimization under data uncertainty is a topic that was extensively studied in the last decade. Two main approaches
were thoroughly investigated, stochastic optimization and robust optimization. In stochastic optimization the data is given as
a probability distribution over some set of inputs. The optimization problem is to find a solution thatminimizes the expected
cost of the solution. In robust optimization one tries to find a solution thatminimizes the cost of theworst case realization of
the input data. Both approaches suffer from drawbacks. In stochastic optimization a distribution over the different scenarios
is needed. This kind of stochastic information is often not readily available. Furthermore, optimization of the expected cost
is only relevant when an optimization problem is solved many times. The robust optimization approach tends to produce
overly conservative solutions, ignoring the fact that in reality a small adaptation of the solution is often possible after the
scenario is revealed.

In this paper we adopt a two-stage approach, which received significant attention in recent years. In the two-stage
approach a solution of the optimization problem is composed of a first stage solution, which needs to be computed before
a particular scenario is revealed, and a second stage solution, which can be computed after the scenario is revealed. Both
solutions together should comprise a feasible solution for the revealed scenario. Second stage solutions are often referred
to as recovery actions or adaptations of the first stage solution. The first stage solution and the second stage solution are
subject to first stage costs and second stage costs respectively. Normally, first stage costs are not scenario dependent, whereas
second stage costs are (often scenarios represent different cost functions on the resources). An alternative approach to two-
stage optimization is to optimize only the first stage costs while limiting allowed recovery action in the second stage using a
recovery budget. In this setting the goal is to find the smallest possible first stage solutionwhich can be adapted in the second
stage to a feasible solution while respecting the recovery budget. We denote this class of problems by two-stage feasibility
problems. In this paper we study the s–t path problem in the two-stage feasibility problem setting.
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The classical shortest path problem is defined in the following way. Given a graph G = (V , E) and two distinct vertices
s, t ∈ V , find a shortest path from s to t in G. The two-stage feasibility counterpart of the shortest path problem which
we denote by adaptable robust connection problem (ARCP) is defined as follows. Given a graph G = (V , E), two vertices
s, t ∈ V and two integers r, f ∈ Z+, find a minimum subset S ⊂ E of edges that connects s and t and satisfies the following
requirement. For every subset F ⊂ E of at most f edges that are removed from the graph, there exists a subset R ⊂ E \ F of
at most r adaptation edges such that s and t are connected in (S \ F) ∪ R.

The ARCP is motivated by settings in which a robust solution is needed, due to an underlying networked system whose
edges are not perfectly reliably, but where a limited recourse action after the failure event is possible. As a possible
application, one can consider the problem of connecting two nodes s and t in a communication network, where lines are
prone to failure. Assume that in a first stage, s and t can be connected by buying a set of connection lines of a given underlying
network. In case of line failures, additional lines can be rented to bypass the broken lines temporarily. There is a setup time
incurred by every new line that has to be included in the system, limiting the number of lines that can be used during
the recourse action to some given number r . A natural question is to ask about the minimum number of lines that have
to be bought in the first stage to guarantee connectedness of s and t for any failure scenario of at most up to f lines. This
corresponds exactly to the ARCP. One can as well think of a setting where a possible outage of underling lines is due to a
malicious attack that can remove up to f lines. In this setting it is very natural to consider a worst case analysis, i.e., that any
removal of up to f edges can be recovered.

We call solutions to the ARCP, adaptable robust solutions. Note that in the above setting, allowing no recourse actionwould
require the solution to contain f + 1 disjoint paths between the two designated nodes, while the adaptable robust solution
may contain significantly fewer links. An important property of our problem is that the second stage decision (the recovery
action) corresponds to a computationally tractable optimization problem, namely a Shortest Path computation (see details
in the following discussion about deciding feasibility of a solution).

The following is a formal statement of the problem.
Adaptable robust connection problem (ARCP):

Input: A graph G = (V , E), two vertices s, t ∈ V and f , r ∈ Z+.
Problem: Find S ⊂ E of minimum cardinality which connects s and t , such that for every F ⊂ E with |F | ≤ f there exists
R ⊂ E \ F with |R| ≤ r such that s and t are connected in (S \ F) ∪ R.

We stress that the optimal solution to ARCP need not contain a shortest s–t path in the graph. Note that in the ARCP, the
scenarios are given implicitly, where a scenario corresponds to a set F ⊂ E with |F | ≤ f .

We will consider more restricted variants of the problem in which either one or both of the parameters f and r are fixed.
In particular we will focus on the case f = 1 and study the problem for fixed and variable r .

Note that the cases f = 0 and r = 0 are solvable in polynomial time. If f = 0 the problem is the classical shortest
path problem from s to t . When r = 0 any solution must contains f + 1 edge-disjoint paths from s to t in any feasible
solution. Finding such a set with a minimum number of edges can easily be reduced to a network flow problem and solved
in polynomial time (see e.g. [18]).

Consider next the problem of deciding feasibility of a solution S to an ARCP instance. In the case of variable f and r we
prove in Section 4 that the problem is NP-hard. In the case of fixed f the problem can be solved in polynomial time by
enumerating all possible failure scenarios F ⊂ E and checking the value of the shortest s–t path in the graph G = (V , E \ F)
with a length function l which assigns the value 0 to edges in S \ F and the value 1 to all other edges in E \ F . S is a feasible
solution if and only if the value of the shortest path is at most r for every F . The complexity of the case where r is fixed and
f is variable is not known to the authors.

Notice that if the given graph G = (V , E) does not contain f + 1 edge-disjoint paths between s and t , then the ARCP does
not admit a solution (for any r), since in this case s and t can be disconnected in G by removing a minimum cardinality s–t
cut. Hence, throughout this paper, we assume that the minimum cardinality s–t cut in G contains at least f + 1 edges when
dealing with an ARCP where f edges can be removed.

Main contribution. This paper presents a newversion of the s–t connectivity problem in the two-stage robust optimization
framework. We establish a graph-theoretic characterization of the feasible set in the case f = 1 and we provide an exact
algorithm for the case f = r = 1. In the latter we show that the optimal solutions to the problem correspond to two-
edge-connected subgraphs containing s and t with a minimum number of vertices. In the case f = 1 and variable r we
show that the problem admits a polynomial 2-approximation algorithm. For this approximation algorithm we define a
new combinatorial optimization problem, namely the problem of finding the minimum reduced-cost cycle containing two
specified vertices in the graph. (The reduced cost of a cycle is the length of the shorter path between the two vertices on
the cycle plus the length of the longer path reduced by at most a given number r of edges.) The complexity of this problem
is open for the unweighted case to the extent of the authors’ knowledge. For the case of variable f and variable r we prove
that it is NP-hard to approximate the problemwithin any factor α < 2 by a transformation from a shortest path interdiction
problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides related work. The analysis of the case of a single edge
failure (f = 1) is provided in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove a hardness result for the ARCP. Section 5 summarizes and lists
challenges and open problems.
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2. Related work

Significant progress has beenmade in the field of robust optimization in recent years. Complexity results and algorithms
for robust versions of many classical discrete optimization problems are provided in [14]. Bertsimas and Sim [5] proposed a
framework for discrete robust optimization. They show that robust counterparts ofmixed integer programswith uncertainty
in thematrix coefficients and cost functions can be solved using solutions tomoderately largermixed integer programswith
no uncertainty.

A rather general notion of robustness in a two-stage discrete optimization setting, called recoverable robustness, was
proposed by Liebchen et al. [15] as a tractable framework to introduce robustness in the realm of railway optimization. This
work proposed a general recipe for designing two-stage robust problems from any combinatorial optimization problem.
In [3] Ben-Tal et al. proposed a method to ‘delay’ some decisions in an uncertain convex optimization problem to the stage
atwhich the real data is revealed. Their approach does not force the decision variables X to be fixed at the first stage decision.
Instead, some variables are allowed to be associated in the first stage decision with affine functions X(ζ ) of the uncertain
input vector ζ . The resulting formulation turns out to be theoretically and practically tractable inmany cases. Bertsimas and
Caramanis [4] provided a framework that can deal with discrete changes in the second stage decision in the case of linear
optimization.

Dhamdhere et al. [8] introduced an approach to two-stage robustness called demand-robust optimization. In this setting
a scenario corresponds to a subset of the initially given constraints that need to be satisfied. In the setting of Shortest Path
this means that the source node and the target node are not fixed but will rather be revealed in the second stage. In [8] the
authors provide approximation algorithms for some problems such as Steiner Tree, Multi-Cut, facility Location etc. in the
demand-robust setting. Golovin et al. [10] later improved someof those results. In particular a constant factor approximation
algorithmwas provided for the robust shortest path problem. Feige et al. [9] and Khandekar et al. [12] studied combinatorial
optimization problems in the demand-robust setting with exponentially many scenarios.

The s–t connectivity problem was studied in numerous robust settings ([19,20,8,10,1,17,6]). Yu and Yang [19] studied
the shortest path problem with a discrete scenario set in the minimax and regret models and showed that the problem is
NP-hard even for 2 scenarios and layered graphs. Aissi et al. [1] later extended those results by showing that both version
of the problem admit a FPTAS if the number of scenarios is bounded, and that they are not approximable within 2 − ϵ
for any ϵ > 0 with an unbounded number of scenarios unless P = NP. Dhamdhere et al. [8] showed that the shortest
path problem in the demand robust setting admits a constant factor approximation. Golovin et al. [10] later improved the
approximation constant. Puhl [17] studied the robust shortest path problem in the two-stage optimization setting. Hardness
results were proved for discrete scenario sets, interval scenarios and Γ -scenarios in two settings. In one setting the second
stage solution can only differ from the first stage solution by at most k edges. In the second setting two parameters are
introduced, α ∈ (0, 1) and β > 0. An edge e in the first stage solution costs (1 − α)cS(e) for ‘renting’ this edge. If
this edge is used in the second stage solution, an ‘implementation’ cost αcS(e) is added to the total cost. An edge e that
is used in the second stage solution which was not rented in the first stage costs (α + β)cS(e). In the second setting an
approximation algorithm was provided. Büsing [6] later addressed the problem of finding the smallest number of edges in
the graph which contains a shortest path according to every scenario. An approximation algorithm and inapproximability
results were provided.

In the field of survivable networkdesign and communicationnetworks theproblemof establishing a reliable link between
two nodes in the network is a fundamental and well-studied problem. There are twomain approaches to survivability often
referred to as protection and restoration. The protection paradigm tries to immunize the network from failures by allowing
redundant solutions. The restoration paradigm focuses onways of recovering from failures by recalculating large parts of the
solution. The former approach allows for fast recovery and is more suitable in applications where long disruptions cannot
be tolerated, and often leads to costly solutions. The latter approach may not be realistic in some real world applications, in
which long disruptions in communication cannot be tolerated. See [11,16] for surveys on these topics. The main difference
between previous work in these fields and our problem is the way in which the network is protected from failures. While
the approach in most previous work is either to obtain a solution which remains feasible after a failure (and hence does not
exploit the possibility of recovery), or provide precomputed alternatives for replacing failed links. Our approach attempts
to optimally exploit a given capacity for recourse in case of failure. Furthermore, the optimal recourse action is given by
solving a canonical Shortest Path problem. Another fundamental difference is that our approach allows for modeling the
possibility of exponentially many failure scenarios (with respect to the size of the graph), which are given explicitly by the
parameter f . While the robust approach will provide a solution also for large values of f , the quality of the solution may be
significantly worse than the adaptable robust solution. Approaches which use precomputed alternatives to protect against
different failure scenarios are not applicable when f is large.

3. Single edge failure

3.1. The feasible set

We establish some notation to simplify the discussion to follow. Let G = (V , E) be an undirected graph. For some A ⊂ E
let V (A) ⊂ V denote the vertices touched by A. The subgraph induced by a subset of vertices U ⊂ V is the graph containing
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the vertices in U and all edges in E that connect two vertices in U , and is denoted by G[U]. Furthermore, a path is always
node-disjoint, i.e., it does not contain cycles.

We start by characterizing the feasible set in the case f = 1. The characterization we provide will lead to a polynomial
algorithm in the case r = 1 and to a polynomial 2-approximation algorithm when r ∈ N is part of the input.

We start by formally defining the feasible set in the general case. In all following discussions we fix a graph G = (V , E)
and two vertices s, t ∈ V . For k ∈ N, let [k] := {1, . . . , k}.

Definition 1. A set of edges S ⊂ E is said to be connecting if it contains a path from s to t . A connecting set S is said to be
(f , r)-recoverable if for every F ⊂ E with |F | ≤ f there exists R ⊂ E \ F with |R| ≤ r such that s and t are connected in
(S \ F) ∪ R.

Hence, the feasible set in the case f = 1 is the family of all (1, r)-recoverable subsets of E, and hence in this case ARCP
asks to find such a set of minimal cardinality. To establish the aforementioned characterization of the feasible set we define
the notion of r-cyclic sets.

Definition 2. A set S ⊂ E of edges is said to be r-cyclic if for every e ∈ S there exists a cycle C (represented as a set of edges)
in G containing e and satisfying

|C \ S| ≤ r.

We say that a set S is minimal with respect to any property if the property holds for S, and for every nonempty subset A
of S the property does not hold for S \ A. Note that if a set S is (f , r)-recoverable, then it is minimal if and only if S \ {e} is
not (f , r)-recoverable, for every e ∈ S. This is due to the monotonicity property of (f , r)-recoverable sets which states that
any super-set of a (f , r)-recoverable set is a (f , r)-recoverable set. In contrast, r-cyclic sets do not satisfy the monotonicity
property. Furthermore, the notion of minimality is not interesting in case of r-cyclic sets, since the only minimal r-cyclic set
is the empty set. Therefore, in the following we will only consider minimal r-cyclic sets which contain an s–t path, namely
r-cyclic sets which are connecting. We proceed by proving the following simple lemma.

Lemma 3. Let S be r-cyclic and connecting. Then S is (1, r)-recoverable.

Proof. S is connecting by definition. It remains to show that for every failure set F = {e} there exists a recovery set R of
at most r edges different from e. Since F is r-cyclic there exists a cycle C in G containing e which satisfies |C \ S| ≤ r . We
choose R = C \ S. Clearly s and t are connected in (S \ F) ∪ R. If e was not on an s–t path we are done. Otherwise, adding R
to S closes a cycle with e and thus there is a detour for e in (S \ F) ∪ R, hence s and t are connected. �

We can now provide an exact characterization of minimal (1, r)-recoverable sets.

Theorem 4. A set S ⊂ E is minimal (1, r)-recoverable if and only if it is a minimal set with the properties to be r-cyclic and
connecting.

Proof. Assume first that S is minimal (1, r)-recoverable. Then S is connecting by definition. Next we note that S is acyclic.
Otherwise one could remove any edge from any cycle in S and the result would be a smaller (1, r)-recoverable set,
contradicting the minimality of S. Consequently, there is a unique path, denoted by p, from s to t in S. To prove that S is
r-cyclic we choose some e ∈ S. Consider first the case that e is in p. Let R be a recovery set for F = {e} and let p̂ be some
s–t path in (S \ {e}) ∪ R. It is clear that |p̂ \ S| ≤ r , hence setting C = p ∪ p̂ provides a cycle containing e with |C \ S| ≤ r .
Consider next the case that e is not in p. In this case there exists an edge ē ∈ p, such that every recovery set R for F = {ē}
contains e. Such ēmust exist, otherwise S \ {e} would be (1, r)-recoverable, contradicting the minimality of S. Now let R be
any recovery set for F = {ē}. Let p̂ be some s–t path in (S \ F) ∪ R. Again we are guaranteed that |p̂ \ S| ≤ r , hence setting
C = p ∪ p̂ provides a cycle containing ewith |C \ S| ≤ r . To conclude this direction of the proof we show that S is minimal.
Assume toward contradiction that there exists a nonempty set A such that S \ A is r-cyclic and connecting. Hence, Lemma 3
suggests that S \ A is a smaller (1, r)-recoverable set, contradicting the minimality of S.

For the other direction we assume that S is minimal set with the properties of being r-cyclic and connecting. By Lemma 3
we know that S is (1, r)-recoverable. It remains to show that S is minimal. Assume S is not minimal. Let Ŝ ⊂ S be a minimal
(1, r)-recoverable subset of S. By the first direction of the proof we know that Ŝ is r-cyclic and hence by Lemma 3 also
(1, r)-recoverable, contradicting the minimality of S. �

Corollary 5. S ⊂ E is minimum (1, r)-recoverable if and only if S is an r-cyclic and connecting set of minimum cardinality.

3.2. An exact efficient algorithm for r = 1

In this section we provide and exact polynomial algorithm for the case f = r = 1. Corollary 5 suggest that the minimum
(1, 1)-recoverable subsets of E are exactly the minimum 1-cyclic subsets of E containing an s–t path. We now establish a
connection between minimal connecting 1-cyclic sets and 2-edge connected subgraphs of G.
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There has been significant work on finding 2-edge connected graphs in the field of survivable network design. We refer
the reader to [13] for a survey. Despite some similarities between the (1, 1)-ARCP and the Minimum 2-Edge Connected
Spanning Subgraph Problem (e.g. every 2-edge connected spanning subgraph of G is a feasible solution to (1, 1)-ARCP), the
problems are inherently different. In particular, (1, 1)-ARCP is only concernedwith connecting two specified vertices, rather
than all pairs of vertices. A more related problem of finding the shortest cycle containing two designated vertices is a well-
understood problem. The similarities of (1, 1)-ARCP to the latter problem are explained and exploited in the remaining of
this section.

We start by stating and proving a simple lemma on the connectivity of the minimal connecting 1-cyclic sets.

Lemma 6. Let S be a minimal connecting 1-cyclic set. Then S is connected, i.e., its edges form one connected component.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that S is composed of at least 2 connected components A, B ⊂ S. Either A or B contain no
edge from the s–t path in S. Assume that it is A. We set Ŝ = S \ A. By the choice of A, Ŝ is connecting. We claim that Ŝ is
1-cyclic. Let e ∈ Ŝ and let C be a cycle in S such that |C \ S| = 1. It is clear that C contains no edges from A. If C did contain
edges from A it would imply that A is connected with 2 edges to the connected component of e after introducing a single
edge into S. We conclude that C ⊂ Ŝ, hence Ŝ is a smaller connecting 1-cyclic set, contradicting the minimality of S. �

We established in the proof of Theorem 4 that minimal connecting r-cyclic sets are acyclic. Combining this insight with
Lemma 6 provides the observation that every minimal 1-cyclic set is a spanning tree of some induced subgraph H of G. In
the next lemma we prove that H is 2-edge connected.

Lemma 7. Let S be connecting 1-cyclic and let V (S) ⊂ V denote the set of vertices adjacent to at least one edge in S. Then the
induced subgraph G[V (S)] is 2-edge connected, and S is a spanning tree in G[V (S)].

Proof. Let H = G[V (S)]. The fact that S is a spanning tree in H follows by the discussion preceding the lemma. Assume
toward contradiction thatH contains a bridge e. emust be contained in S, or Swould be disconnected contradicting Lemma6.
Since S is 1-cyclic, there is a cycle C in G containing e and satisfying |C \ S| = 1. Since only one extra edge is required to
close a cycle in S with ewe conclude that both endpoints of this edge lie in V (S), which means that they lie in H , and hence
the edge lies in H as well. Hence C ⊂ H , and therefore no edge of C can be a bridge in H , contradicting the assumption that
e ∈ C is a bridge in H . �

To complete the discussion we provide the following simple observation.

Lemma 8. Any spanning tree of any 2-edge connected induced subgraph of G containing s and t is a connecting 1-cyclic set.

Proof. Let S ⊂ E be any spanning tree of a 2-edge connected induced subgraph H of G containing s and t . Clearly S is
connecting. Let e ∈ S and let A and B be a partition of V (S) according to the side of e on which they lie in the spanning tree S.
Clearly there is some edge between some u ∈ A and some v ∈ B in H , otherwise e would be a bridge, contradicting 2-edge
connectivity of H . Consequently, the edge {u, v} closes a cycle C with e satisfying |C \ S| = 1. �

In light of the discussion above we can easily conclude that the connecting 1-cyclic sets in the graph are exactly the
spanning trees of 2-edge connected subgraphs containing s and t . Consequently to obtain such a set of minimum cardinality
one needs to find a two edge connecting subgraph in G connecting s and t with a minimum number of vertices (and take a
spanning tree of it). Hence, the following high-level description of an algorithm returns an optimal (1, 1)-recoverable set.
Algorithm (1, 1)-ARCP:
1. Find a 2-edge connected subgraph H , containing s and t with a minimum number of vertices.
2. Return a spanning tree S of H .

In the rest of this sectionwe show that one can efficiently determine a 2-edge connected subgraphH ofGwith aminimum
number of vertices connecting s and t . Notice that we can restrict ourselves to subgraphs that consists of two edge-disjoint
paths from s to t: on the one hand the graphH contains two edge-disjoint paths from s to t by themax-flowmin-cut theorem,
on the other hand a subgraph consisting of two edge-disjoint paths from s to t is a 2-edge connected graph containing s and
t . Hence the problem of finding H can be reduced to finding two edge-disjoint paths between s and t that touch a minimum
number of vertices. In the following we show how to construct two edge-disjoint paths between s and t , whose union is a
desired subgraph.

The following structural lemma provides the key property for our method.

Lemma 9. Let U be a smallest set of edges comprising a two edge connected subgraph in G connecting s and t with a minimum
number of vertices. Let p and q be two edge-disjoint paths from s to t in U and let the vertices on those paths according to their
order from s to t be

p = (s = u1 → u2 → · · · → uk = t),
q = (s = v1 → v2 → · · · → vl = t).

Then if two vertices vi1 , vi2 with i1 < i2 are also vertices of p, namely vi1 = uj1 and vi2 = uj2 for some 1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ k, then
j1 < j2.
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Fig. 1. The thick subpaths and the dashed subpaths correspond to p and q respectively. The red cycle can be removedwithout breaking 2-edge connectivity.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction, assuming that j1 > j2. The cases uj1 = s or uj2 = t are not possible since then pwould
not be a path because it would not be node-disjoint. Fig. 1 illustrates the situation with j1 > j2. It is easy to see that two
shorter edge-disjoint paths p′, q′ can be constructed in this case from s to t by taking p′ and q′ to be

p′
= (s = u1 → · · · → uj2 → vi2+1 → · · · → vl = t)

q′
= (s = v1 → · · · → vi1 → uj1+1 → · · · → uk = t).

We obtained a contradiction to the fact that H was chosen to be with the minimum number of edges among all 2-edge
connected subgraphs connecting s and t with a minimum number of vertices. �

Lemma 9 suggests that one can look for 2-edge connected subgraphs in which the two paths from s to t induce a linear
order on the vertices in the subgraph (or in other words the order of the vertices which is defined by one path is maintained
by the order defined by the other path). The previous lemma implies the following results which can then easily be used to
derive an efficient algorithm.

Lemma 10. Let U be a smallest set of edges comprising a 2-edge connected subgraph in G connecting s and t with a minimum
number of vertices. Let p and q be the two edge-disjoint paths from s to t in U. Let s = u1, u2, . . . , ul = t be the vertices which
appear on both paths sorted according to their order on p from s to t. Then

1. The vertices u1, u2, . . . , ul appear in the same order when traversing q from s to t.
2. For every i ∈ [l − 1] the union of the parts of p and q between ui and ui+1 is a shortest edge cycle in G containing ui and ui+1.

Proof. (1) Follows immediately fromLemma9. For (2) notice that the subpaths of p and qbetweenui andui+1 form together a
vertex-disjoint cycle inU with aminimumnumber of edges. Vertex-disjointness follows by definition of ui and ui+1. Assume
toward contradiction that a cycle C̄ containing ui and ui+1 with fewer edges existed in G. We can replace the cycle formed
by the subpaths of p and q between ui and ui+1 by the cycle C̄ to obtain a new edge set U ′. Notice that we replaced a vertex-
disjoint cycle with another cycle (not necessarily vertex-disjoint) with a smaller number of edges, henceU ′ touches nomore
vertices than U does. Furthermore, U ′ has fewer edges than U and it is still clearly a 2-edge connected subgraph containing
s and t . This contradicts the minimality of U . �

Hence, by Lemma 10 it suffices to find the family of cycles formed by the subpaths of p and q between ui and ui+i for
i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Therefore the problem of finding a smallest set U of edge comprising a 2-edge connected subgraph in G
containing s and t and with aminimum number of vertices, reduces to finding a sequence of vertices s = u1, . . . , ul = t and
for every pair ui, ui+1 with i ∈ {1, . . . , l−1} a cycle Ci ofminimum length containing ui and ui+1 such that l+

∑l−1
i=1(|Ci|−2) =

1 +
∑l−1

i=1(|Ci| − 1) is minimal.
This justifies the following procedure for finding a desired set of edges U .

Procedure FindSubgraph:

1. For every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V find a shortest (edge) cycle Cu,v in G containing u and v and define lu,v = |Cu,v| − 1
(the number of edges in Cu,v minus 1).

2. Find a shortest path p∗ in the complete graph on the vertex set V from s to t with l as the associated length function.
3. Set U = ∪{u,v}∈p∗ Cu,v .

We note that finding a shortest cycle containing two vertices is equivalent to finding two edge-disjoint paths with
minimum total combined length. The latter problem can be solved using network flow. In particular, one can assign
capacities and costs 1 to all edges in the graph and set the source of the flow to be s and the sink to be t . The edges used in a
minimal cost 2-flow correspond to the edgeswhich comprise aminimumpair of paths. Hence, the procedure FindSubgraph
has a polynomial running time. More precisely the algorithm’s running time is dominated by the computation of the length
function l. The length function can be computed by invoking a minimum-cost flow algorithm O(|V |

2) times (once for each
pair of vertices). Let F(G) denote the running time of one such flow problem onG. Then the total running time isO(|V |

2F(G)).

Theorem 11. (1, 1)-ARCP can be solved in polynomial time.
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3.3. A 2-approximation algorithm for variable r

In this section we consider the ARCP with f = 1 and variable r and present a 2-approximation for this problem. The
algorithm extends the idea presented in the previous section for the case r = 1. Again, we want to find a sequence of
vertices s = u1, . . . , ul = t and for every i ∈ [l − 1] we construct an r-cyclic set connecting ui to ui+1. In the previous
section, the r-cyclic sets used to connect ui to ui+1 were obtained by choosing a shortest cycle between ui and ui+1 and
removing a maximum number of edges from the cycle. In the current setting with variable r , we use additionally a second
kind of r-cyclic sets since there is the following additional difficulty in this setting compared to the case r = 1. Let Ci be a
cycle with a minimum number of edges that contains the vertices ui and ui+1. In the setting r = 1 we eventually removed
one edge of Ci to obtain the final 1-cyclic set connecting ui and ui+1. Hence, the cycle Ci contributed with |Ci|−1 edges to the
final solution. Howeverwhen r > 1 edges can be recovered, it is not always the case that the best cycle to connect ui and ui+1
is a cycle with aminimum number of edges. For example assume to simplify the exposition that r is divisible by four, and let
C and C ′ be two cycles containing two vertices ui and ui+1. Let |C | = r/2 and |C ′

| = r +1, and let p, q and p′, q′, respectively,
be the two paths in C and C ′, respectively, that connect ui and ui+1. Assume |p| = |q| = r/4 and |p′

| = r, |q′
| = 1. Therefore,

a subset of the edges of C of minimum cardinality that connects ui and ui+1 and can be recovered if one edge fails is given
by the path p, and thus has cardinality r/4. However, for the cycle C ′ such a subset is given by q′ and has only cardinality 1.
A key observation is that it is typically good to have a cycle Ci between ui and ui+1 such that the two disjoint paths in the
cycle connecting ui and ui+1 are quite unbalanced, i.e., one is much longer than the other. The following definition of cycle
recovery length formalizes this, where C(u, v) denotes the set of all cycles in G containing the vertices u and v.

Definition 12. Let u and v be two vertices in G. The cycle recovery length with respect to r , denoted by lr(u, v), is defined as

lr(u, v) = min
C∈C(u,v)

(|pC | + max{0, |qC | − r}),

where pC denotes the set of edges on the shorter path on C from u to v, and qC denotes the set of edges on the longer path
on C from u to v. If both paths have equal length, one is chosen arbitrarily to be the shortest and the value of lr(u, v) is not
affected by this choice.

Hence, for a given cycle C , it is possible to choose a subset of lr(u, v) edges of C such that u and v are connected and any
failure of one edge can be recovered by r recovery edges.

We do not know how to efficiently find a cycle between two vertices u, v with minimum recovery length. However, we
can overcome this problem by using an additional type of r-cyclic set to connect u and v. For every pair of vertices u and v
we define an r-cyclic set Au,v ⊆ E as follows. Let C be a cycle with a minimum number of edges that contains u and v, and
let pC and qC be defined as in Definition 12. We distinguish two cases, |qC | > r and |qC | ≤ r . If |qC | > r , then we define
Au,v to be the set C \ B, where B is an arbitrarily chosen set of r edges on qC . If |qC | ≤ r , we choose Au,v to be a shortest path
between u and v.

Lemma 13. For every pair of edges u, v ∈ V , Au,v is an r-cyclic set satisfying |Au,v| ≤ lu,v .

Proof. We first consider the case |qC | > r . Notice, that Au,v is clearly recoverable in this case, since any failure of an edge
on pC can be recovered by the r edges in B. LetC be the cycle connecting u and v with minimum recovery length. We clearly
have lr(u, v) ≥ |C | − r . As C is a shortest cycle containing u and v, |C | ≤ |C |. Hence |Au,v| = |C | − r ≤ |C | − r = lu,v .

Now assume |qC | ≤ r . Notice that there cannot be any r-cyclic set with a smaller cardinality than Au,v that contains u and
v, since any such set must contain a path from u to v. Furthermore, for every failure edge e ∈ Au,v , either e ∉ qC or e ∉ pC ,
since pC and qC are disjoint. Hence, if e fails we can recover by choosing as recovery edges one of the paths pC , qC that does
not contain e. Since |qC | ≤ r and pC is by definition not longer than qC , both of these paths contain at most r edges. �

Our algorithm thenworks as the one in the previous section. In a first stepwedetermine for every pair of verticesu, v ∈ V ,
a set Au,v as described above. Let lr(u, v) = |Au,v|. Then, a shortest path p is determined in the complete graph on V with the
edge lengths given by lr . The algorithm finally returns the set A = ∪e∈p Ae. We clearly have that A is an r-cyclic set containing
u and v. In the following we show that A is a 2-approximation to the (1, r)-ARCP.

Let dr(u, v) be the shortest distance between u and v in the complete graph on V with edge length given by lr . Hence,
|A| = dr(s, t). Similarly, we denote by dr(u, v) the shortest distance between u and v in the complete graph on V with
edge lengths given by lr . Since, lr(u, v) ≤ lr(u, v), we have dr(u, v) ≤ dr(u, v). We will prove the following theorem which
immediately implies that A is a 2-approximation, since by the above discussion |A| = dr(s, t) ≤ dr(s, t).

Theorem 14. dr(s, t) ≤ 2OPTr(G), where OPTr(G) is the cardinality of an optimal solution to the given (1, r)-ARCP.

To prove Theorem 14, we give some auxiliary results which are insightful in their own right and allow to deduce
Theorem 14 rather easily. We denote by C the set of all cycles in G.

Definition 15. Let S be a (1, r)-recoverable set. A family of cycles {C1, . . . , Cm} ⊂ C is a recoverable cycle family for S if
|Ci \ S| ≤ r for i ∈ [m] and S ⊂ ∪

m
i=1 Ci. The family is called a minimum recoverable cycle family for S if furthermore∑m

i=1 |Ci \ S| is minimum among all recoverable cycle families for S.
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Lemma 16. Let S∗ be a (1, r)-recoverable set of minimum cardinality and let P∗ be the unique s–t path in S∗. Let F =

{C1, . . . , Cm} ⊂ C satisfying |Ci \ S∗
| ≤ r for i ∈ [m] and P∗

⊂ ∪C∈F C. Then C1, . . . , Cm is a recoverable cycle family for S∗.

Proof. The only missing condition to check for F to be a recoverable cycle family for S∗, is S∗
⊂ ∪C∈F C . Let S =

S∗
∩ (∪C∈F C). S is a (1, r)-recoverable set since the edges of S can be recovered by the cycles C1, . . . , Cm. Since S∗ has

minimal cardinality and S ⊂ S∗, we obtain S = S∗ and thus S∗
⊂ ∪C∈F C . �

Lemma 17. Let S∗ be a (1, r)-recoverable set of minimum cardinality and let P∗ be the unique s–t path in S∗. Let F =

{C1, . . . , Cm} ⊂ C be a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗. Then Ci ∩ P∗
≠ ∅ for i ∈ [m].

Proof. Assume by contradiction that Cj ∩ P∗
= ∅ for some j ∈ [m]. Hence, P∗

⊂ ∪i∈[m]\{j} Ci, which implies by Lemma 16
that {Ci | i ∈ [m] \ {j}} is a recoverable cycle family for S∗. This contradicts that F was minimum because Cj \ S∗

≠ ∅ since
by minimality of S∗, S∗ does not contain cycles. �

Lemma 18. Let S∗ be a (1, r)-recoverable set of minimum cardinality and let P∗ be the unique s–t path in S∗. We denote by
s = v1, . . . , vl = t the vertices on P∗ when traversing the path from s to t. Let F = {C1, . . . , Cm} ⊂ C be aminimum recoverable
cycle family for S∗. Then for i ∈ [m], Ci ∩ P∗ is a subpath of P∗ between vai and vbi , where ai = min{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Ci} and
bi = max{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Ci}.

Proof. Let ei = {vi, vi+1} for i ∈ [l − 1]. With every cycle Ci for i ∈ [m], we associate a family of cycles, as follows. Ci \ P∗

consists of a union of node-disjoint paths, each of which starting and ending at a vertex on P∗. Each of these paths can be
completed to a cycle by adding a subpath of P∗ to it. We denote byDi

1, . . . ,D
i
mi
, all cycles obtained in this way by completing

the differentmaximal paths of Ci \P∗ to cycles.We call the cycle family {Di
1, . . . ,D

1
mi

} the corresponding flattened cycle family
to Ci. We clearly have

∑mi
k=1 |Di

k \ S∗
| = |Ci \ S∗

| for i ∈ [m]. This implies that |Di
k \ S∗

| ≤ r for i ∈ [m] since |Ci \ S∗
| ≤ r ,

and furthermore that by replacing a subset of the cycles of the family F by the cycles in their corresponding flattened cycle
family, we again get a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗.

Assume by contradiction that C1 is a cycle not satisfying the claim of the lemma. Notice that this is equivalent to saying
that the flattened cycle family which corresponds to C1 consists of more than one cycle. Observe that the cycle family
{D1

1, . . . ,D
1
m1

} covers the subpath of P∗ between va1 and vb1 . Since C1 ∩ P∗ is not the subpath of P∗ between a1 and b1,
there is another cycle, assume C2, such that C2 ∩ P∗ has a non-empty intersection with the set {ea1 , . . . , eb1−1} \ C1. Let
F ′

= {C3, . . . , Cm} ∪ {D1
1, . . . ,D

1
m1

} ∪ {D2
1, . . . ,D

2
m2

}. By the discussions in the previous paragraph, F ′ is a minimum
recoverable cycle family for S∗. In the followingwe derive a contradiction by showing that there is a cycleD ∈ {D1

1, . . . ,D
1
m1

}

that can be removed from F ′ such that the resulting set is still a recoverable cycle family, which contradicts minimality of
F ′. To guarantee that D is removable, D will be chosen such that D ∩ P∗

⊂


C∈F ′\{D}
C . Lemma 16 then guarantees that

F ′
\ {D} is a recoverable cycle family for S∗.
The fact of F ′ being a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗, implies that none of the two intervals [a1, b1], [a2, b2]

contains the other, since if for example [a2, b2] ⊂ [a1, b1], then {C3, . . . , Cm} ∪ {D1
1, . . . ,D

1
m1

} would be a recoverable cycle
family for S∗, contradicting the minimality of F . Assume without loss of generality that a1 < a2 < b1 < b2. Observe that
C1 ∩P∗ contains a non-trivial path P ′, i.e., with strictly positive length, that has vb1 as one of its endpoints: if this was not the
case then there would be two cycles D′ and D′′ in {D1

1, . . . ,D
1
m1

} that have vb1 as one of their endpoints, and thus one of the
sets D′

∩ P∗,D′′
∩ P∗ is included in the other, implying that one of the cycles can be removed from F . We denote by q the

other endpoint of P ′. Notice that a2 < q since by choice of C2, C2 ∩P∗ has a non-empty intersectionwith {ea1 , . . . , eb1−1}\C1

and P ′ contains the edges between vq and vb1 . The flattened cycle family that corresponds to C1 contains a cycle D1
j such that

D1
j \ P∗ has q as one of its endpoints. Hence, D1

j ∩ P∗ is a subpath of P∗ where the endpoint closer to t is vq, and we denote
by vcj , with cj < q, the other endpoint. Similarly, the flattened cycle family that corresponds to C1 contains a cycle D1

k that
has vb1 as one of its endpoints. Again, D1

k ∩ P∗ is a subpath of P∗, where vb1 is the endpoint closer to t and we denote by vck
the other endpoint of the subpath (see Fig. 2). Notice that ck < a2, since otherwise D1

k ∩ P∗
⊂ ∪

m2
i=1 D

2
i , and hence D1

k can be
removed from F ′. Furthermore cj < ck, since otherwise D1

j ⊂ D1
k and hence D1

j can be removed from F ′. However, under
the current assumptions (see Fig. 2 to recall the current order of the mentioned vertices on P∗) D1

k can be removed from F ′

since every edge e ∈ D1
k ∩ P∗ is either contained in ∪

m2
i=1 D

2
i , which covers all edges on P∗ between va2 and vb2 , or e ∈ D1

j . �

Lemma 19. Let S∗ be a (1, r)-recoverable set of minimum cardinality and let P∗ be the unique s–t path in S∗. Let s =

v1, . . . , vl = t be the vertices on P∗ numbered consecutively when traversing the path from s to t. Let F = {C1, . . . , Cm} ⊂ C
be a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗. Furthermore, we assume that the cycles are numbered such that if i < j, then
max{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Ci} ≤ max{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Cj}. Then
1. Ci and Cj do not have a common vertex if |i − j| > 1.
If furthermore,F is such that

∑
C∈F |P∗

∩C | is minimum among all minimum recoverable cycle families for S∗, then the following
holds.
2. For i ∈ [m − 1], either Ci ∩ Ci+1 ∩ P∗

= ∅, or all common vertices of Ci and Ci+1 lie on P∗.
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Fig. 2. The black line represents the path P∗ . The nodes between s and t are labeled with respect to their index.

Fig. 3. The black line represents the path P∗ . The nodes between s and t are labeled with respect to their index.

Proof. (1) For k ∈ [m] we define ak = min{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Ck}, bk = max{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Ck}. By Lemma 18, Ck ∩ P∗

for k ∈ [m], consists of the subpath of P∗ containing all edges between ak and bk. Notice that ai < aj for i < j, since otherwise
Ci ∩ P∗

⊂ Cj ∩ P∗ which in turn implies by Lemma 16 that F was not a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗ since Ci
can be removed from F .

Assume by contradiction that there is i, j ∈ [m], i + 1 < j such that Ci and Cj have a common vertex u. Let Pi and Qi,
be the subpaths of Ci between ai and u, and between bi and u, respectively. Similarly, let Pj and Qj, be the subpaths of Cj
between aj and u, and bj and u, respectively. Let P ∈ {Pi,Qi, Pj,Qj} be the path such that |P \ S∗

| is minimal among the paths
in {Pi,Qi, Pj,Qj}, breaking ties arbitrarily. Assume P = Qi, the other cases are similar. Let D ∈ C be the cycle consisting of the
edges in Qi ∪ Qj and the edges between vbi and vbj on P∗ (see Fig. 3). By choice of D, the cycle family F ′

= (F \ {Cj}) ∪ {D}

is again a recoverable cycle family for S∗. Furthermore
∑

C∈F ′ |C \ S∗
| ≤

∑
C∈F |C \ S∗

|, since |D \ S∗
| ≤ |Cj \ S∗

|. Hence,
F ′ is a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗. However, Ci+1 ∩ P∗

⊂ Ci ∪ D since Ci+1 ∩ P∗ is a subpath of P∗ between
ai+1 > ai and bi+1 < bj, and all edges on P∗ between ai and bj are covered by Ci ∪ D. Thus by Lemma 16, F ′

\ {Ci+1} is again
a recoverable cycle family for S∗, which contradicts the minimality of the cycle family F ′.

(2) Assume by contradiction that there is some i ∈ [m] such that Ci ∩ Ci+1 ∩ P∗
≠ ∅ and such that there is a vertex

u ∈ V that lies not on P∗ but is on both cycles Ci and Ci+1. Again, for k ∈ [m], let ak = min{j ∈ [l] | Ck passes trough vj}

and bk = max{j ∈ [l] | Ck passes trough vj}. Since Ci ∩ Ci+1 ∩ P∗
≠ ∅, we have ai+1 < bi. For k ∈ {i, i + 1}, let Pk and Qk

be the subpaths of Ck between ak and u, and bk and u, respectively. Let P ∈ {Pi,Qi, Pi+1,Qi+1} be the path such that |P \ S∗
|

is minimal among the paths in {Pi,Qi, Pi+1,Qi+1}, breaking ties arbitrarily. Assume P = Qi, the other cases are similar. Let
D ∈ C be the cycle consisting of the edges in Qi ∪ Qi+1 and the edges of P∗ between vbi and vbi+1 . Let F ′

= (F \ Ci+1) ∪ {D}.
By choice of Dwe have |D \ S∗

| ≤ |Ci+1 \ S∗
|, which implies |D \ S∗

| ≤ r . Since furthermore (Ci ∪ Ci+1) ∩ P∗
⊂ (Ci ∪D) ∩ P∗,

we have by Lemma 16 that F ′ is again a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗. As |D ∩ P∗
| < |Ci+1 ∩ P∗

|, we have∑
C∈F ′ |C ∩ P∗

| <
∑

C∈F |C ∩ P∗
|, which contradicts the assumption of the lemma. �

Proof of Theorem 14. Let S∗ be a minimum (1, r)-recoverable set, let P∗ be the unique s–t path in S∗ and let F =

{C1, . . . , Cm} be a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗. Let s = v1, . . . , vl = t be the vertices on P∗ numbered
consecutively when traversing the path from s to t . For i ∈ [m], let bi = max{h ∈ [l] | vh lies on Ci}. We assume
that the cycles in F are numbered as in Lemma 19, namely if i < j, then bi ≤ bj. Let w0 = s and for i ∈ [m] let
wi = vbi . Clearly w0 is on C1, t = wm is on Cm and for every i ∈ [m − 1], wi is on both Ci and Ci+1. Furthermore, for
i ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}, lr(wi, wi+1) ≤ |Ci ∩ S| because the cycle Ci covers the path between wi and wi+1 on P∗ and has a
recovery length bounded by |Ci ∩ S|, as Ci \ S ≤ r . Since by Lemma 19(1) every edge of G can be shared by at most 2 cycles
in F we obtain

dr(s, t) ≤

m−1−
i=0

lr(wi, wi+1) ≤

m−
i=1

|Ci ∩ S| ≤ 2|S|. �

Finally, we note that the running time of the algorithm is dominated by the computation of the sets Au,v for all pairs of
vertices. The sets Au,v can be computed using aminimum-cost flow algorithm, hence the running time isO(|V |

2F(G)), where
F(G) is the running time of the minimum-cost flow algorithm on G.
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3.4. The existence of connected optimal (1, r)-recoverable sets

In this section we prove an additional structural result on optimal (1, r)-recoverable sets, namely that the problem can
be restricted to connected sets. This additional property is not needed for the suggested algorithm, however, it provides a
natural additional structure that might be of importance in some applications.

Lemma 20. There is a (1, r)-recoverable set S∗ of minimum cardinality that is connected, i.e., the subgraph consisting of the
edges in S∗ and the vertices adjacent to these edges is connected.

Proof. Assume towards contradiction that the statement is false. Let S∗ be aminimum (1, r)-recoverable set withminimum
number of edges which are not contained in the connected component of its unique s–t path P∗. Let F = {C1, . . . , Cm} be
a minimum recoverable cycle family for S∗ with minimum

∑
C∈F |P∗

∩ C | (as in Lemma 19(2)). We denote by A ⊂ S∗ the
connected component of S∗ that contains P∗. Let e ∈ S∗

\ A. Consider all cycles in F which contain e. Lemma 19 implies that
there are either one or two cycles containing e.

Assume first there is a unique cycle Ci ∈ F containing e. Let f ∈ Ci \ S∗ be an edge touching a vertex in the connected
component defined by A. Consider the set S = S∗

\ {e} ∪ {f }. It is easy to check that F is a recoverable cycle family for S
as well, hence S is (1, r)-recoverable. However, the connected component in S that contains P∗ has more edges than the
corresponding connected component in S∗, contradicting the choice of S∗.

Assume next that there are two cycles containing e, namely Ci, Cj ∈ F . Lemma 19 guarantees that these cycles are
adjacent in the ordering defined in Lemma 19 (hence, say j = i + 1). Furthermore, part 2 of Lemma 19 suggests that
Ci ∩ Ci+1 ∩ P∗

= ∅ (since e ∈ (Ci ∩ Ci+1) \ P∗, Ci and Ci+1 have a common vertex not lying on P∗), and Lemma 18 suggests
that Ci ∩ P∗ and Ci+1 ∩ P∗ are subpaths of P∗. We conclude that Ci ∩ P∗ and Ci+1 ∩ P∗ are adjacent subpaths of P∗ touching
each other at a common vertex v on P∗. Let u be one of the endpoints of e. Denote by pi (pi+1, respectively) the path on Ci \P∗

(Ci+1 \ P∗, respectively) that connects v with u. Assume |pi \ S∗
| ≤ |pi+1 \ S∗

| (the other case is analogous). Then we can
replace the cycle Ci+1 in the cycle family F with the cycle C ′

i+1 = (Ci+1 \ pi+1)∪ pi (in case (Ci+1 \ pi+1)∪ pi is not internally
vertex-disjoint, we choose C ′

i+1 to be the cycle in (Ci+1 \pi+1)∪pi which covers Ci+1 ∩P∗). If C ′

i+1 does not contain e, then we
are in the previous case, i.e., only one cycle contains e, namely Ci. Therefore, we can assume that Ci and Ci+1 both contain e,
and pi = pi+1. Since e is not in A, there is an edge f ∈ p\A that is adjacent to an edge in A. Consider the set S = (S∗

\{e})∪{f }.
In the remainder we show that F is also a recoverable cycle family for S. This implies that S is (1, r)-recoverable and leads
to a contradiction since the connected component in S that contains P∗ has more edges than the corresponding connected
component in S∗.

We clearly have S ⊆ ∪C∈F C . For F to be a recoverable cycle family for S it remains to check whether |C \ S| ≤ r for
all C ∈ F . The only sets of type C \ S to which an element was added compared to C \ S∗, are Ci \ S and Ci+1 \ S which
additionally contain the edge e. However, from both sets, the element f was removed. Hence |Ci \ S| = |Ci \ S∗

| ≤ r and
|Ci+1 \ S| = |Ci+1 \ S∗

| ≤ r . �

4. Complexity of ARCP

We show a reduction from the Most Vital Arcs problem (MVAP), which was introduced by Corley and Sha [7]. The task
is to increase the length of a shortest path between two given vertices in a graph by removing some fixed number of edges.
More precisely, we are given an undirected graph G = (V , E) with two distinguished vertices s, t ∈ V and an integer k ∈ N.
For a set U ⊆ E we defined by dU(s, t) the cardinality of a shortest path between s and t in (V , E \ U). In case s and t are
disconnected in (V , E \ U), we set dU(s, t) = ∞. The MVAP asks to find a set U ⊆ E with |U| ≤ k that maximizes dU(s, t).
In [2] it was shown that the following natural decision version of MVAP is NP-hard: decide for some given integers f ,D ∈ N
whether there is a set U ⊆ E, |U| ≤ f such that dU(s, t) > D.

Theorem 21. The ARCP is NP-hard if f and r are part of the input, and no polynomialα-approximation algorithm exists for α < 2
unless P = NP. Furthermore, deciding whether a solution to ARCP is feasible is NP-hard.

Proof. Consider an instance of the decision version ofMVAP. Hence, we are given a graphG = (V , E)with two distinguished
vertices s, t ∈ V , and two integers k,D ∈ N. LetG′

= (V , E ′) be the graph defined by E ′
= E∪{e}, where e is an edge between

s and t . Consider the ARCP on G′ between s and t with parameters f = k + 1 and r = D. We will show that the thus defined
ARCP has a solution of cardinality one if and only if the decision problem of MVAP evaluates to false.

Consider first the case where MVAP evaluates to false. In this case {e} is a solution to the ARCP because for any failure
set F ⊆ E ′ with |F | ≤ f and e ∈ F , there is a path in (V , E \ F) of length at most D = r . This path can be used for recovery.
Conversely, assume that MVAP evaluates to true. Hence, there is a set U ⊆ E with |U| ≤ k such that there is no path in
(V , E \ U) of length ≤ D = r . Let F = U ∪ {e}. Consequently, an (f , r)-recoverable set S ⊆ E for the ARCP must contain
at least one edge from E \ F . Since there is no edge in E \ F between s and t (all paths between s and t in E \ F have length
strictly greater than r ≥ 1), S must contain at least two edges since it has to be connecting. Hence, in this case the ARCP has
no solution of cardinality one.
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Note that the optimal solution value to the transformed ARCP is 1 if and only if MVAP evaluates to false, and in any other
case the optimal solution value is at least 2. As a result, obtaining an α-approximation with α < 2 for ARCP allows to decide
MVAP. Hence the inapproximability result.

Finally note that deciding the feasibility of the set {e} for ARCP is equivalent to deciding MVAP, hence deciding feasibility
of a solution to ARCP is NP-hard. �

5. Conclusions

This paper studies the adaptable robust connection problem which exhibits a rich combinatorial structure. The graph-
theoretic structure of the problem in the case f = 1 is provided. In the case f = r = 1 an exact polynomial algorithm is
developed. In the case f = 1 and variable r a 2-approximation algorithm is provided and a connection to a newcombinatorial
optimization problem is established. Hardness of approximation within any factor α < 2 is proven for ARCP with variable
f and r .

We conclude by listing some of the open problems and possible research directions that arise from our study.

• The complexity of the problem in the cases of fixed f and fixed r remains open. In the case f = 1 the problem is equivalent
to finding a minimum size r-cyclic set connecting s and t .

• The complexity of deciding whether a set S of edges is (f , r)-recoverable in the case that r is fixed remains open.
• The complexity of finding the cycle containing two specified vertices and minimum reduced cost remains open.
• An interesting variation of the ARCPmight be to drop the requirement that s and t need to be connected in the first-stage

solution.
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